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1) a 10-1 penalty d 10-4.1 NYS Mod
Commentary: The personal foul was the 9th foul, therefore the player that was fouled shall shoot a oneand-one with no one lined up since there will be no rebound. The two shots for the technical foul shall
then be shot with no one lined up since there will be no rebound. Anyone (including an eligible sub)
can shoot the technical. The ball will be taken out at mid-court opposite the scorer’s table. This is a
NYS modification.
2) c 2-13.2c4
Commentary: Timing error may be corrected. Determination is based on the judgment of the official.
It may only be corrected in the shot clock period in which it has occurred.
If the mistake is by the game clock it may only be corrected in that quarter, or before the intermission
for the quarter.
3) b 10-1.8
4) b

9-11.2

5) a 2-12.5
Commentary: The error must be corrected before Team B gets the ball for a throw-in or before the
official begins the throw-in count. Since Team A does not have possession of the ball, play will resume
at the point of interruption, which is Team B taking the ball out after the made basket. If Team A did
not shoot and they had possession when the officials were told of the error. Then the play would
resume with the one-and-one for A1.
6) d 2-12.4 2-12.5
Commentary: The made free throw is canceled. Score the basket for team B and award the ball out of
bounds to team A after B’s made basket. That is the point of interruption; team A may run the end
line. Team A will not get the unmerited free throw, but they also do not get a throw-in for the foul.
7) b 2-12.5
Commentary: The error must be corrected before the ball is placed at the disposal of Team A for the
throw-in for the traveling violation. This would end the dead ball period making it too late to correct
the error.
8) c

NYS Modification

9) d

4-20.5

10) a 10-3.8
Commentary: This is one of the warnings for delay of game. But the official must hold the whistle to
see if the defender touches the ball or the player before blowing the whistle. If there is no contact with
the ball or the player, then the official still must blow the whistle and issue a warning.
11) c 7-5.9
12) c 9-14b (women)
Commentary: A closely guarded violation is anywhere on the court while holding the ball, within 3 feet
while being guarded.
In girls basketball there is no 10-second violation.

13) b

10-1 penalty e, 1, 2, 4

14) a 10-3.11
Commentary: Each delay has its own warning. A second delay for that particular delay would receive
a player/sub technical foul.
15) b 4-31.1 and 7-6.5
Commentary: Since she fumbled the ball from the referees toss, the official shall blow his/her whistle,
which causes the ball to become dead, then re-administer throw-in.
16) b

5-12.1.c

17) d 4-53.1a
Commentary: This is not a correctable error. Therefore, by blowing the whistle before she lands in the
backcourt the official has allowed Team A to avoid a violation. Since they cannot call a timeout, as
soon as the whistle blows the play is dead and we continue from the point of interruption, which is the
ball in the possession of A2.
18) c 6-6.2
19) d manual page 12
20) a manual page 13
21) b manual page 18
22) a 9-2.4a
23) c

9-2.4

24) c

9-2.3a

25) b

9-1.2g

